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WING ASSISTED SURF/SNOW/SKATE PROPULSION

OZONE®

INSPIRED BY NATURE • DRIVEN BY THE ELEMENTS
The WASP has been a fantastic product to design and test, it is a fresh and exciting way of being driven by the elements! The design team has been learning new skills both on and off the water to bring you a wing worthy of the Ozone pedigree.

The WASP is a Kite Wing that crosses easily from water, land or snow. It offers easy power for anything that rolls, slides, planes or glides. Use it with your Skateboard, Mountain Board, Skis, Snowboard, SUP, Windsurf or Foil board. Simple, quick and a whole load of fun!

We concentrated on making the WASP easy to fly and handle. The large size Leading Edge creates stability and reduces flex, it also helps develop power at low speeds to get you moving sooner. The enlarged strut provides direct angle of attack control, as flex is minimal offering a solid and controlled feeling.

We recommend using a board that can be used on the deck. The WASP V1.0 wing is capable of being flown with any board that offers enough stability and deceleration. The Ozone WASP V1.0 wing may have extreme control over a wide range of wind speeds.

The WASP V1.0 is available in 2.2, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 square meters. The WASP V1.0 wing has the ability to perform on most inflatable surfboards and is ideal for speed, freestyle and extreme kiteboarding.
We kept the aspect ratio low to have a wing that has grunt and to keep the tips from catching the water. The wing tips have a layer of scuff protection for riding on snow or land, although it is best to keep the wing off the ground!

Multiple Power Handles on the Leading Edge and Strut have been positioned to cover many options, providing maximum control and comfort while riding. The streamline De-Power Handle at the front of the Leading Edge completely de-powers the wing for total control when carving downwind in swell or when carrying the wing.

On the water the WASP has been developed riding SUP, Windsurf and Foil boards. The simple nature of the wing makes it suitable for riding any board that has enough volume to support your weight on the water. In strong wind conditions and with developed skills it is also possible to ride with smaller volume hydrofoil boards.

On the land or snow minimal wind is required to harness the natural energy to enjoy a different feeling of propulsion.

**WASP HOW TO VIDEOS**

Professional foiler Gunnar Biniasch shares with us his expertise to make your learning to wing foil a smoother and more enjoyable experience.

**WASP BAG**

Lightweight with loads of space, internal stash pocket and external pump holder.

**COLOURS**
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The One Pump inflation system enables quick and easy setup with single point inflation of the wing. Note: there is no closure clip on the one pump hose as the wing should be packed in case of Leading Edge or Strut deflation.

Leading Edge bumpers are often large and unnecessary cosmetic items. At Ozone we build our kites and wings for performance and durability using the best materials & components available. Any areas requiring scuff protection we use a lightweight durable material with superior abrasion resistance, while keeping a low profile in order to reduce drag and maintain performance.

Our bladders are constructed in-house with advanced custom built welding machines. Double layered sections are applied to any potential wear areas.

The One Pump inflation system enables quick and easy setup with single point inflation of the wing. Note: there is no closure clip on the one pump hose as the wing should be packed in case of Leading Edge or Strut deflation.

A high volume valve makes inflation and deflation quick and easy. Pumping is a breeze thanks to the high airflow rate, while the internal seal engages to stop any air coming out under pressure. Unscrew the bottom of the valve to deflate and pack with ease.